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July 7, 1970

Dear Frath:

I apprciated receiving your kind wordo of cc.m.gratulation. The,
importance and ch:',11enge of VAIL nc,vw unziertakiny, a.re, c:ourJe.
very c::.citing.

I do fecl very Ltrongly that th1.3 nov., office Call be nuecetioral
to Lilo extent it encourager:I cee!“; oat conrAant, contzlet with
those. in. government, int.luutry, and the pul:lic viiho aro concerned
wz,tla the futurc; of telecon-,mtAnic7:4,1..ic,rto thi;; couyitri,r. I will l00%
forvi.r,rci to working you. in that context and hope vv,:-,‘ cal) cAll
on yc!t1 from time. to tirric.:.

Vie fihould. gct together soon after tlio ()TV' gett3 orgv..nlyA:d (probably
early .1\ t.1.:-_,A3.:3t) and (7.i!,‘emit) tho ra.ngo of edw....z;tional tktleconwriunicatioas
tactic:8, epcciacaily inclucling the cp-:‘ctruln matters you mentioned.

Thank you agDin.

Sinfzerely,

Clay T. laVhitehr.)r:..d
Special A ssint:-).pt to Cu; PrQpiciont

Vi. Iccorvood
"P.17.3eutilin

Gounc.il Teloconimunicationo
1126 :11-xtt..n,:oth Etre( t, 14. V'.
VaolilnEtton, C. 20036

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central. Files

CTWhitchead:jrn



JOINT COUNCIL_ ON EDUCATIONAL TELECOAMUNICATIONS

1126 SixteenPh Sii'coN.W., WasInn9toil, D.C. ;20n6 202 / 65-9740

June 29, 1970

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White house
Washington, D.C.

Dear Tom:

Congratulations on your nomination to the OTP post. You've
been my favorite candidate all alon!_!.

. I trust that the Senate will do its part shortly, so perhaps
1 ought: to send you the enclosed before there nre additional official
channels to go through. You already know of the JCET's interest in
making sure that tbe U.S. position in Geneva next year includes support
for the assignment of 2500-2690 MHz for space-to-cartb instructional
TV and other forms of educational communications, co-equally with pres-____
ent terrestrial uses in this country.

Walter Hinchman has been a great help in interpreting the
state of the art and in explaining it to the educational community.
We're particularly indebted to Walt for turning the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting on .- n task I attempted on my own with little
success.

A recent CCIR meeting which Walter and I attended appeared
to offer ample evidence that space and terrestrial sharing is genuine-
ly possible, net only with ITFS in the USA, but even with 50-hop micro-
waves in other Zones.

For your information, and to start a JCET file in your new
office, enclosed are our comments and reply comments to the FCC, and
a copy of John Macy's oral presentation before the Commission. I have
constantly to remind some of my constitucnis that we did not, realis-
tically, win any great victories at the Commission. All we did do is
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survive a crisis at which, had we not expressed education's concern
and interest, we should most certainly have blovu the ball game.

From this point forward, the Industry-Government group and,
in particular, OTP is going to be of paramount importance. I hope
that we can talk more about this, either officially or unofficially.
Please let me know what my next step should be.

In the meantime, conaratulations. You know you have what-
ever professional and personal support I can offer.

Enclosures

Cordially,

L

Frank W. Norwood
Executive Secretary



Before the

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS CW,iMISS1ON

Washington, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of

All Inquiry relating to prepnrat
ion for

a Wr.».-Id Administrative Radio Conferenc
e

of the Internatiorial Telf.!couilunic
ation

Union on matter:3 pertaining to the
 rndio

astronomy and space services.

Before the Commission:. _ . . _ _

DOCKET NO. 18294

COMMENTS OF THE

JOINT COUNCIL  ON EDUCATIONAL  T
ELECOMMUNICATIONS

Comas now the Joint Council on
 Educational Telecommunica-

tions (JCLT), and, through its attorn
eys, files its comments with

respect to the SIXTH NOTICE OF INQUI
RY in the above-referenced

proceeding-.

1. The JCET is a consortium of natio
nnl nnd regional non-

profit educational organizations. Its Constituent Members are:

American Association on Higher Educati
on, American Association of

Junior Colleges, American Association 
of School Administrators

American Council on Education, Corpora
tion of Public Broadcasting,

Council of Chief State School Officers
, Department of Audiovisual

Instyuction, NEA, Interuniversity 
Communications Council (EDUCOM),

Great Plains Instructional Telev
ision Library, Institute for

Development of Educntional Acti
vities (/I/D/E/A/), Nationnl Ass

oci-

ation of Educational Brondcasters, 
National Association of Stnto

Universities and Land-Grant Col
leges, National Catholic Educational

Associntion, Nntional Education 
Associntion, National Educational

Television, National Instruction
al Televii3ion Center, National



Public Radio. Its AssoCiate Members are: Southern Educational
Communications Association, Indiana Higher Education Telecommunica-
tions System, and Western Educational. Soci.ety for Telecommunication.

2. On January 17, 19G9, the JCET filed comments in response
to the Commission's Third Notice of Inquiry in this docket, direct-
ing the Commission's attention to the need to give fullest considera-
tion to the preflent and future requirements of education and other
public service users in the preparation of the United States posi-
tion in the forthcoming World Administrative Radio Conference. We
said in that filing, . the JCET urges that all appropriate
action be undertaken to keep open the maximum opportunities' for cdu-
cation. here,and abroad to have access to both space and ground
communications."

3. More recently, in response to the Commission's Fifth
Notice of Inquiry in the instant proceeding, comments wore filed
by JCET's Constituent Member, the National Association of EduCa-
tional Broadcasters (NAEB). The NAEB urged that consideration be
given to the findings and recommendations of 'a two-summer study,
financed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and
conducted by the Natbnal Academy of Sciences and the National
Research Council. Tho JCET joins in urging that the recommendatiorfs
of the NAS-NRC study, particularly those of Panel 10 on Broadqast-
ing, be heedcd.*

4. In its recommendations, Panel. 10 noted:

1
,f.

.•

.•



Because the aVailability of frequency spectrum
may pace the whole field of broadcast-satellite

applictions, and considering the long develop-
ment niJd coordination lend time:2;1 the Pall recom-
mends immediate action by the FCC and the ITU in

order to secure frequency assignments within the

following bands for space broadcasting use:

108 Mllz for FM direct broadcast.

470-S9 MHz Tor direct-to4lomo broadcast
(possibly restricted to the upper end of

the band).

2500 MHz for ETV and other public TV

services.

12,000 MHz for distribution service.

Allocations in the 18 Gliz and 35 GHz bands

which may' have important future uses.

5. The JCET recognizes that the allocation of frequencies

for space-to-earth broadcasting is no substitute for the provision

of adequate frequencies for earth-to-space transmissions. While

some two-way educational communications, such as voice or digital

response to instructional programs, might be accommodated within

the space-to-earth assdgnments (cf. Instructional Television Fixed. .

Stations (D. 18346), 18 RR 2d 1617), in the main, we envision that

up-links for space-borne educational transmissions will use bands,

such as 6 GlIz, which are already al)ocated or will be allocated

for earth-to-space communications and that noncommercial users

might, indeed, make use of comnIon carrier services for up-link

transmission in lieu of constructing their own systems.

6. In this submission, the JCET wishes to speak with partic-

ular emphasis upon the pressing need to make the first and third

NAS-NRC recomraandations priority items in the United States 
posi-

tion: Allocation or 108 MHz for direct FM broadcast, and the



resorvation c):' the 2500-2690 MHz band for ETV, public TV sorviceF;,

and other educational and noncommercial communications coequally

for space 2nd terrestrial transmissions.

7. The current Preliminary Views would, via proposed Foot-

note 268A, permit space-borne FM aural broadcasting in#the#88-100

MHz band "subject to agreement among the Administrations concerned

. " While the JCET supports the footnote proposal, it notes

that objection has already been raised by the Hawaiian Telephone

Company, and that thus far, little support has boon evidenced.

8. The JCET recognizes that effecting the prerequisite in-

ternational agreements to make the use of space-borne aural services

in the#88-:100 MHz#band would, at best, be long and complex task,

and that the political constraints may effectively preclude any

near-term hope that aural space broadcasting can be initiated. The

fact that the 88-100 is a commonly-assigned band for aural FM

service terrestrially is, in fact, a two-edged sword. On the one

hand, it offers the possibility of space transmission to many exist-

ing receivers. On the other, the fact that terrestrial#20FM is

already established, and quite well-developed in the United States,

is a strong counterforee, working against thc sought-after gonl.

9. Even if "agreement among the Administrations concerned"

were accomplished, use of any frequency in the 88-100 MHz band on

a shared basis with terrestrial facilities would require reassign-

ments of existing terrestrial FM stations to create one or more

clear channels for space FM or, since FM receivers accept the

stronger of 'Ivo signals and reject the weaker, a space-borne FM
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signal wbuld be subject to "holes" in its coverage in e
ach mgrket

in which a terrestrial FM station operated at th
e SaMe or an

adjacent frequency.

10. The result would be that space-borne FM radio would

have to be a predominantly -- perhaps exclusively -- ru
ral service,

and that .the substantial majority of FM sets and
 FM set owners in

the United States would not be able to benefit fr
om such a service.

11. The exclusive allocation of 108 MHz would provide mos
t

of the benefits and have few of the drawbacks of the
 proposed foot-

note. 108 MIlz is close enough to the terrestrial FM broad
cast band

to be tuned by conventional receivers in the han
ds of the gcnoral

public. In this country, it has already been used 
for space trans-

missions in the "Vanguard" program, and was ado
pted by the Special

Committee for the International Geophysical Year 
(IGY) (1950-1959).

Terrestrially, it is assigned by the Commi
ssion to VOR test stations

on tho condition that harmful interference 
is not caused to tho re-

ception of FM broadcasting stations, present 
or future. Clearly,

minimal relocation problems would be incurred 
by the assignment of

1°8 MIL; to aural space transmissions, and 
the advantages of frequency

assignment within the capability of conventional
 receivers would be

preserved.

12. National Public Radio, the newest Constituent Member of

the JCET, is particularly concerned with the expande
d potentials

for national service which are offered by spacc-borne
 FM radio. NPR

has been created with the assistance of the Corporation for
 Public

Broadcasting to respond to the Congressional mandat
e of the Public
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Broadcasting Act of 1967 to make widely available to the . American

people the benefits of noncommercial radio, as well as noncomm6r-

cial television.

13. Public radio is not now equally available to the citi-

zens of the United States. Most noncommercial radio statjons serv-

ing a broad general audience are located in the Northeast quandrant

of the U.S., in thc Upper Midwest around the Great Lakes, and along

the Pacific Coast. The "white areas" in which no noncommercial

public radio is available are extensive, .To serve the American

public consistent with the mandate of the Public Broadcasting Act

of 1967 will require the expansion of 'public radio service to serve

all of thc American public. Since terrestrial AM frequencies are

not generally available, and the construction of new FM networks

expensive in terms of both time and money, National Public Radio

is interested in the ways in which communications satellite technol-

ogy might be employed to help in discharging its Congressionally-

mandated responsibility. Aural PM broadcasting by satellite appears

to offer a means both of increasing the service to existing noncom-

mercial ground-based FM stations and of reaching new audiences in

presently unserved areas. For the first time in the nation's history,

the vlandate, the technology, and the funds appear to be available to

make of noncommercial radio a true national service, equally avail-

able to all our citizens.

14. The JCET is equally interested in urging that educa-

tion's present status in reference to the band 2500-2690 MHz be

srvezi in space transmission as it is terrestrially. The Sixth

Notice of Inquiry currently indicates that "a proposl to use

pro-

1



tellites withjn the band 2500-2090 ;:i.P.; in cwajunction with thc

iw,truci,ionn) television fixed service (1T?S) is uhder study."

15. A propGsal hos been put b2fore the National Aero-

nautics an0 Sp..lee Administration by KLOics Aircraft for such an

experimnt on LTs-r or G. Both the technology nad educntion's

interest in satellite communications sre already evident. The

rc:nsons for p..cer:;crvAng education's options in the sIctellite IASO

t1'15.3 bnnd are threefold:

16. As a NAS-NRC panel indicate and the Hughes Aircraft

proposal demonstrate:,, satellite television service, is possible at

this frcueney into ground terminals of modest cost. While the

antennas and frequency convertors need,:!d appear too expewiive for

direct TY broadcasting, they do appear to be within the financinl

roach of school systems, hospitals, and -- whore geographic

tion requires -- even for individual schoolhouses.

17. Secondly, the existence of the Hughes proposnl docu-

ments tl:e fact that such transmissions are within the current state

of the nrt. If the proposal is nccepted by NASA, it win provide

the educational comllunity opportunities to gain firsthand acqunjnt-

;Ince with thc educational application of communications satellite.

18. Thirdly, there is much advantage to be gained by the

extension of education's present status in relation to these fre-

quencies to space as well as terrestrial transmissions. Not only

might the technical problems of ground and space frequency-sharin

be reduced, but the opportunities for mutual accommodation are far

greater within education's common community of interest. The 5-.11:pc)r.
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Jrwq govr.:,.nnt lwavdatiow-; wi]i ).:(Jcinir(:d to 3nit'itc.;

wm!;(.2 mtght be extr;n0ed as well to f,oppr)rt of mr)dilica-

tion or t(!rrestrial TFTS systems to mininize interle5.7enee. The

2500-2690 spectrum presents a unique opportunity for ratiolzal

sy:;tems design in which both terrestrial and space users might work

together synergistically to optimize spectrum use.

19. Finally, the state-of-the-art capability for effective

beam-shaping techniques, such as proposed in the Hughes subwission

to NASA, indicate that allocation of the 2500-2090 band to edu-

cational communications from space can be made and that such trans-

missions can ba undertaken within the boundaries of a single nation

vithout causing interference to neighboring adninistration.

20. While the 2500-2690 band is primarily used in this

country by the educational community for instructional television

fixed services, the JCET urges that the band be available for space

transmission all types of educational and public service com-

munications. The potential applications of satellite communications

should not be limited to instructional television but should encompasl

as yell the possibilities of computer communications, facsimile trans

mission, audio services and the like.

21. National Public Radio has expressed interewt in the

possibilities which multiple audio channels in this band might

offer for inter-city relay among public radio stations. It appcars

technically and economically feasible to provide multiple channols

of high quality stereo via satellite which would allow each public

radio station affiliated with NPR to choose among several network

program serviceEl for retransmission to its local listening audienco.
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22% Other non-telLevision services mi[!;ht provide 5-1nntial

benefits in a vide vriety of profesional edir..
.otiwial and m.inptmcir

devoIopl,leot activities. The experience of Albany Yedica]

which uses 2 cow innlion of SCA tranmaission a
nd p:L'eviously distrib-

uted slje.,s to conduct medicn1 seminnrs, might 
be widely extended

via crwrIllnontion satellites.

2 (1)i)er applicnitions or educational comm
unications ouht

lihowiso to be encourage.d. Satellites could and fr:Tiuency 
should

perit the ext.:-nsion of Stanford University's comp
l,ter-based ele-

mentary school mathematics to remote schoolhouses 
in Alns1;n or

Appnlachia.

24. The FCC's recent actions in Docket 18346, i
n regnrd to

terrestrial TITS clerly point the way toward move 
flexible nnd more

usefv1 applicntions in educational telecommunicati
ons. The Commis-

sion's foresight in authorizing, first, voice 
response and, later,

othr types of student response point clearly 
townrd new and uselul

directions for the 2500-2690 bnnd on the groun
d as yell ns in space.

25. Finally to be consideredare the interest 
and ability or

thc educntionnl nnd public service communi
ty in making use of the

opportunities which such frequency allocnt
ions will provide. Since

its National Conference on Telecommunic
ations Policy and Educntion,

in December, 19C9, the JCET hns been calli
ng nttention to the fact

that satellite communication,,; for noncommercial purposes is not

some far-off drenm, but a near-term pos
sibility. Events subsequent

to that conference have well demonstrated 
the interest of tho non-

commercial community, and its ability to 
respond to opportunitic
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to capjtalize comwnications as such opportunitieF:

26. This nation's first domestic broadcas
t television

satel3ite relay between two points 
'within the Continental United

Stntes vas the coverage of an addr
ess by thr: President of the

Cofporation for Public Broadcasting. 
Thnt pioneering TV broadcas,

was one paft of experiment in transcontinental TV rela
y via

Applications Tochnolny Satellite III
, and that transcontinental

exp:-oiv:rfnt is, ih turn, the first of a series of experimonts and

demonstrationF, proposed to NASA by the Satellite Ta
s% Force of

which tho Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting, the Ford Feundation,

the JCET, the National Association of 
Educational Broadcasters,

and National Educational Television ar
e members. With the continued

coopc,ration of the National Aeronnutics 
8nd Space Administration,

the members of the Satellite Task For
ce expect to continue to

demonstrate thc importance to public s
ervice communications of

-satellite technolozy.

27. Only last night (April 28, )970), the
 nation's first

do,::,c!stic relay by satellite of a radio 
broadcast was made, again

by nonconmorcial broadcasters. A program originated by station

KUAC (FM) at the University of Alaska va
s carried "live" by public

radio station Kup-rm, San Francisco. The program was transmitted

via s vily ground station at the University of Alas
ha to ATS-I,

received at a ground terminal st Stanf
ord University, and sent by

,co:;:mon carrier lines to KQED-FM for simult
aneous broadcast. This

pioneer radio broadcast vas initiated by t
he Alaska Educational



Brc.a6(!a.sting Comthission palq of an experimcnt and d'.,,,.foonstra-

tion of the public SOYViCe uso of satellite comlnunicatios pro-

poscd to NASA by State of Alaska.

28. The Litcr Hill National Centr Tor Biomedical Com-

municeltions the National Library of Medicine, NIH, has talwn a

leadin:; role in tho use of satellite communications for thc con-

tinuing ethic:Itio:1 01 health science specialists, remote processin

of health information, and in the improvement of the nation's

health services. L'aNCDC has worked actively with the University of

Wisconsin, Stan..7ord University, the State of Alaska and othos in

the public servicc-cducational community who have made pioneering

efforts in this field.

29. The evidence is overwhelming that cducation, public

broadcastin, and other noncommercial user 0..oups are more than

passively interested in satellite communications. Members of this

community hnve, indeed, been providing leadership in the application

of satellite' communications.

30. As experience to date already indicates, and as the use

of the VHF capacities of ATS-I 2116 III demonstrate, fulles
t benefit

to the nation will require more than "crumbs-from-the-table"
 pro-

visions for noncommrcial users within the conte;;:t of the needs of

com.m2rcial carriers. As the JCET said in its submission to the

White House study group on domestic satellites:

We believe that noncommercial applications require

special study within their own frame of reference.

Their technical requiremcnts, as well as their

public benafits, may differ markedly. For eNample,

television transmission to low-cosi, community cLer

ground terminal., (as in ATS-F) may be ncither

attractive nor desirable within the commercial
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conte;:t, but night oTfer -;11qw.-;tantial

beneCit in noncommercial applicotions. The

panel 2": Wood.,, Hole has pointed out that such

service could gront value, not only in

f,'reas of this country lacking in infrastructui:e,

but also in serving such sp;:cial needs as thwz:c

of thc medical profession, even where terrestrial

facilities are plentiful.

In cwiputer communications, somc have indicaled that

the grovinz number or comnuters is likely to so

diminish teleproces:,ling costs that satellites will

have little impact. (The GE filing in Dochet )6405

appears to indicate a contrary viev.) Whnt is true

for the use of computers by business and indwAry

Ivy not, howaver, apply to such educational applica-

t3ons as computer-assisted instruction, inter-uni-

versity research, and the like. At prosrmt, there

seer:,s substantial evidence thvt interconnection

costs a).:: 'a major constraint to the e:c.pansion of CAI,

and that satellite communications might be most use-

ful.

In short, noncommercial floods may not be conr
uent

uith requirements of n commercial service. The

dedication of "free channels for educational and

instructional television," offered by Comsat in i
ts

Pilot Proposal, while unquestionably desirable,
 may

not, 21onc, be adequate to the task of roan ing

the full benefits vhich noncommorcial satellite

services could offer.

Wherefore, for all of the foregoing reasons, JCET urg
es the

Commission to tahe nctivo steps to preserve education's
 options in

space by allocating frequencies for exclusive educationa
l use in

accordance with the nbove recomiondntions.

Respectfully submitted,

Krieger & Jorgenson

192G Eye Street, N. W.

Washington, D.C. 20006

Its Attorneys

April 29, 3970.

JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

,

By:/s/ NormA E./Jorgenson--

,
j) t )

DY:/S/ LOW.F., Schwartz "
•••••.•

77/

By:/s/ Robert A. Woods
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FEDT=L CO=illiCisTIONS
Washington, D. C. 20554

In the Matter of

An Inquiry relating to preparation
for a World Administrative Radio
Conference of the International
Telecomminication Union on matters
pertaining to the radio astronomy
and space services.

Pefore the Commission:

DOCKET NO. 18294

REPLY COMMENTS OF THE
JOINT COUNCIL ON EDUCATIONAL TELECOW1UNICATIONS

Comes now the Joint Council on Educational Telecommunica-

tions (JCET), and through its attorneys, files its reply comments

with respect to the SIXTH NOTICE OF INQUIRY in the above-referenced

proceeding.

1. Thc JCLT is a consortium of national and regional non-

profit educational organizations. Its Constituent Members are:

American Association on Higher Education
American Association of Junior Colleges
American Association of School Administrators
American Council on Education
Corporation' for Public Broadcasting
Council of Chief State School Officers
Department of Audiovisual InstructA.on, NEA
Interuniversity Communications Council (EDUCOM)
Great Plains Instructional Television Library
Institute for Development of Educational Activities
(I/D/E/A)

National Asueiation of Educational Evoadcasters
National Association of State Universities and

Land-Grant Colleges
National Catholic Educational Association
National Instructional Television Center
National Public Radio

Its Associate Members are:

Southern Educational Communications Association
Indiana nigher Education Telecommunications System
Western Educational Society for Telecommunications.

2. The JCET has reviPweLl the comments filed in this pro-

ceeding with respect to this Notice, and is pleased to note that its
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own conr;erns are widely shared. Our review of the comments filed

reveals no opposition to the positions urged by the JCET and con'si

crable support for our proposals.

3. Those organizations directly concerned with noncommer-

cial radio have all supported the proposal that 108 mhz be allocated

for noncommercial space-borne FM aural broadcast. In our own comments,

we expressed the particular interest of National Public Radio, the

JCET's newest constituent member. Other JCET members have, in their

own filings, expressed their interest and support. In Particular,

the National Association of Educational Broadcasters, in paragraph 12

of its filing, and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, in para-

graph 3 of its submission, join in support of the need for this chan-

nel for direct FM aural transmission.

4. It must be noted that the principal respondents, the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the National Association of Edu-

cational Broadcasters (including its radio division, National Edu-

cational Radio), and the JCET (including National Public Radio)

represent all of the major interests in noncommercial educational

radio in the United States.

5. In the matter of the allocation of 2500 - 2690 mhz for

noncomms,rcial communications from space, support is widespread. The

State Department of Education of the University of the State of New

York speaks forcefully to the need for instructional television by

satellite transmission as well as terrestrially-based transmission.

In letters to thn Commission, California State Suprintendent of

Schools, Max Rafferty,and Mrs. Betty Noel, consultant to the Cali-

fornia State Departw,ent of Education, speak forcefully to the need

for instructional television service, as does Dr. Charles Vento.
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6. In reply coments to be filed by the National Education

Association, NEA indicates the interest of its more than one million

members in the broad potential benefits which space communication

offers for iwprovement of public education. Further, the NEA submis-

sion documents education's genuine interest by the description of a

proposed experiment in satellite communications which NEA plans to

submit to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

7. Mr. Joseph A. Beirne, President of the Communications

Workers of America, points out in his submission the desirability of

making the 2500 - 2690 mhz band available "for broad educational pur-

poses," as (16 several other parties which have submitted comments.

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting focuses upon the potential

which this spcctrum could make available for flexible communications

networks. The NAEB and the JCET likewise point out the possibility

of satellite distribution to interconnect noncommercial radio and

television stations, ITFS systems, hospitals and health centers,

universities and schools.

8. Dr. James E. Allen, Assistant Secretary for Education

and U. S. Commissioner of Education, well documents some of the uses

to which electronic communications are already being put in the pub-

lic interest rind which might be 'extended through the applicatibn of

satellite technology.

9. Dr. Ruth M. Davis, Director, Lister Hill National Center

for Biomedical Communications, indicates the importance of satellite

communications in the health sciences, and again offers evidence that

the educational and public service community is already pioneering

in the application of satellite zommunication to the public good.



10. The following news release from the U. S. Department

of Health, Education, and W6liare describes experiments already in

progress:

Dr. Ruth M. Davis, Director, Lister Hill National
Center for Biomedical Communications, National
Library of Medicine, announced today that experi-
mental satellite communications were recently
established between the University of Alaska
in Fairbanks, the University of Wisconsin,
Stanford University, and the Lister Hill Center
at the National Library of Medicine in Bethesda,
Maryland. This was the first group communication
via satellite between four medical centers.

The purpose of the experimental series of voice
communications was to demonstrate the potential
of satellite communication in assisting prac-
ticing physicians in remote areas. The equipment
used by the Lister Hill Center was inexpensive
and easy to install. For example, it costs less
than ham radios currently being used by health
aides in the villages of Alaska. The transceiver
loaned to the Lister Hill Center for Biomedical
Communications by NASA costs about $700. The
antenna costs $78.00.

Other tests in the planned series include EKG
transmission, information data transfer between
medical institutions and slow scan television
transmission. A future experiment would involve
transmission of color photo facsimile between
Stanford University and the Lister Hill Center.
In the full series of experiments, most of the
equipment will be on loan to the Center by Litton
Industries, General Electric Company, and NASA.

11. The comments of the Satellite Telecommunications Sub-

division, Industrial Electronics Division, Electronics Industries

Association, also have relevance to the concerns of the educational

community. In Paragraph 10 of the EIA/SAT submission, it is noted

that the Commission itself has indicated that "there are a number of

bands at 2 ghz that are lightly used at this time and that they could

be available for small satellite service users in remote arcas." Like

ETA/SAT, we do not agree with the Commission that "thc requirement is



so'poorrly definad as to eliminate the need for proposals." We believe

the J=C's recoluendatiorn-, regarding tpe 2500 - 2690 band are consis-

tent with ETA/SAT's suggested allocation of 2110 - 2200 mhz for remote

area satellite communications, and that both suggestions are evidence

that there is more active interest in such applications than the Com-

mission may previously have been aware of.

12. JCI1T shares with the EIA/SAT and with others who have

filed comments in this proceeding, the belief that the NAS study

repiesents an investigation of space broadcasting which is both

thorouf,,h and. significant. We agree with EIA/SAT's comment that

"recommendations which arc in line with those of the NAS deserve more

weight than those which appear to be based on a less comprehc.nsive

analysis."

13. Like EIA/SAT and COMSAT, we also find reason to feel

concern regarding the proposed redefinition of the 'broadcast satellite

service as modified by proposed Footnote 84 APel. With EIA/SAT, we

consider that steps should be taken to clarify definitions#"in matters

relating to the broadcast service, the educational service, and the

instructional service." We note COMSAT's comment that "the national

and international CCIR#proceedings from which the modifications have

been taken seem to reflect both a division of opinion and an absence

of focus on this important point."

14. De that as it may, our prime concern is with the con-

fusion which must inevitably result from the inclusion of "community

reception" within the definition of "direct reception" from which it

greatly differs, in technology, in near-term availability, and in

considerations of policy. Direct TV broadcast satellites, the Co;a-

mission notes, raise technical problems which may not be solved for



15 years. The thorny policy problems, many raised in comments sub-

mitted in thL. instant proceeding, may take even longer to resolve if,

inJeed, they ever are. Distribution satellites, suitable for "com-

munity reception" of television will be operational in the immediate

future, with the implementation of the Indian 6xperiment on NASA's

ATS-F.

15. An eC:ucational communications satellite operating in

the 2500-2590 mhz band could provide a wide variety of services, in-

cluding the transmission of instructional television programming to:

(a) public television stations for rebroadcast; (b) the ITFS systems

of urban school systems for retransmission to classrooms; (c) uni-

versity campuses for distribution to campus buildings (including the

Campus Laboratory School); and (d) in remote rural areas where neither

public TV station, ITFS system, nor university campus exist -- directly

to inexpensive ground terminals on the roofs of the school houses.

. 16. To label such a satellite service as "direct reception",

as Note 84 AP.1 would do, is to place upon it the heavy burden of

argument against the authorization of commercial direct TV broadcast

satellites. Thus, the Indian experiment, scheduled for the ATS-F,

is tarred with the same brush used against some future hypothetical

"home entertainment center in the shy" which might -- at least in

theory -- brodcast commercials, foreign propaganda, and the like,

directly into every pair of "rabbit cars" and so undermine commercial

networks and local stations as we now know them in this country.

We believe that the two services are vastly different in every sig-

nificant way, that the prospect of improving learning in the one-

room school house should not wait upon the far-off solution to complex

technical, legal, and ethical problems which will long plague true
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17. Wc cannot summarize better than by quoting the words

of Dr. James E.lcn, Jr. , Assistant Secretary for Education and

U.S, Commissioner of Education, who writes, in USOE's comments in

this m'oc;eding:r 

Space transmission from satellites can make avail-

able, to those who most need them, economic, com-

munication-based educational services. Theso ser-

vices veigy much in the'public interest and

fit into loni;-rangc plans of th Office of Edu-

cation. They also allow natural extensions of

services which have already been shown to bo edu-

cationally beneficial, using terrestrial communi-

cationG syst,pms. Therefore, in the interest of
the genrnsal public and in the light of the role

that telceomAnnications can have in solving some
of the major educational problems of this Nation,

the United States Office of Education strongly

urges that adoquale spectrum rcE,ourccs be made
avaiLLble for educational services of all types,

including television, radio, telephone, facsimile,

co:.1puter-data, and others, limited only by the
educational needs of the country.

RcspDctfully submitted,

JOINT COUNCIL ON
EDUCATIONAL TELECOMUNICATIONS

By: "
Norn-i-an E. tro-Tigensen

13y: y_ •/ t' • ,

Louis Schwartz

,/ / / . /

By

R6b6rt A. VEvods

KRIEGER & JORG:4]NSEN
1926 Eye Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2000G
Tel. No. 337-6313

Date: May 13, 1970 Its Attorneys



STATEMENT OF JOHN W. MACY, JR.
BEFORE THE FEDERAL COLTMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

TUESDAY, MAY 19, 1970
'IN DOCKET NO. 18294

Chairman Burch, Commissioners: I am John W. Macy,

Jr., President, of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

Today I am also appearing as a member or the board of the

Joint Council on Educational Telecommunications to present

the combined views of the Joint Council, the National Asso-

ciation of Educational Broadcasters, the Alaska Educational

Broadqastilv; Commission and the New York State Department

of Education, as well as the Corporation for - Public Broad-

casting. Also accompanying me are Mr. Donald R. Quayle

and Mr. Walter R. Hinchman.

On February 38th of this year I had the pleasure of

participating in the first satellite transmission of a

live television broadcast between two points in the

United States. The program originated in Columbia, South

Carolina, vas fed NASA's ground stat:;.on at Rosman,

North Carolina, and then to the ATS-III communications

satellite 22,300 miles above the equator. The program

was relayed from the satellite to a ground station in

Mojave, California, and then sent by land lirres to be

broadcast over public television station MET in Los



Angeles. Ai that time I stated thaL "th dislanec between

,the noon earth far greater than between Columbia

and Los Angeles, but the dist:Ince between many of the

people oT our nation is greater still."

We have only bcgun to glimpse the possibilities

offered by the use of satellites Tor communications.

However, we already know that this new communications

tool offers the oppoi.tunity to lesson that gap between

Americans and ultimately to span similar gaps between

all the peoples of tho world. Public broadcasting,

together with the educational community in the United

States, has a unique commitment toward this goal. This

is why we are here before you today to press our case

for the allocation of the 2500 to 2690 Wiffs band for the

exclusive use of noncommercial educational in:rests and

for the utilization of 108 M; for public FM radio transmisslon.

THE CO1MTMENT or PUBLIC DIJOADCASTING AND EDUCATION
TO SATELLITE COMMUNICETIONS

As the Commision knows, the Corporation for Public

Broadcasting was contcplated by Congress as a means of

bringing private and public efforts together to achieve

the expansion and development of noncommercial educational

'broadcasting. Toward this end, the Congress directed the

Corporation to "assist in the establishment and development

of ono or more systems of interconnection lo be used for
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the distribution of educational television or radio programs."

yith .the support of the Commission, the Corporation has

been striving to work out a satisfactory system of terrestrial

interconnection.

But the eyes of educational broadcasters have also

been on the stars. in June of 1960, the Satellite Task

Force for Public Broadcasting—consisting of the Corporation,

The Ford Foundation, NET, the NAEB and the JCET--proposed

a full scale experiment to the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration in the ur3e of satellites to transmit

television programs domestically. VASA enthusiastically

endorsed th.is proposal and the experiment was conductiA

during .January through March of this year. During this

three-month period public broadcasting's entire evening

prograff schedule was transmitted via satellite from Rosman,

North Carolina, through Vojave, California, to KCET in

Los Angeles for purposes of comparing the quality of service

between satellite and terrestrial systems, As a result

we in public broadcasting are not only the first to trans-

mit domestic television broadcasts by satellite but we

have als'o learned much about the technical problems of

satellites and the cost of their operation.

This experiment was a giant step for broadcasting in

the United States, but it is only a first step. The state

of Alaska is now also combining with NASA to utilize
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ATS-I during the coming year for the experimental satellite

transmission of instructional and public xadio and tele-

vision broadcasts to remote areas of that state and other

locations in tho continental United States. On April 28,

1970, the nation's first domestic relay by satellite

of a radio broadcast was made under this experiment. Educa-

tors and public broadcasters in the United States have truly

established themselves as pGineers in domestic satellite

utilfization.

In addition, on March 38, 3970, the Governor of

Alaska, Keith Miller, wrote to NASA and requested that

audio and video experimentation in Alaska's rural areas

be included in the program for NASA's ATS-G satellite.

The specific requests were the following:

1. Some provision for TV transmission to

small, low cost, unmanned earth terminals

in Alaska's rural areas. Such a capability

would allow the testing of earth terminals

and satellite capability under the most

adverse conditions.
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2. Some provision for semi-direct FM audio

transmission for educational radio networking.

Alaska ls present experimentalion with the

VHF segment of the ATS-1 demonstration is

leading it to believe that such capability

could be of great benefit, particularly if

the frequencies used were more accessible

to educational broadcasting. Educational

radio, not only in Alaska, but also nalion-

wide, could benefit from this experimentation

THE POTENTIAL OF SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
Fon EDUCATION AND PUBLIC BROADCASTING

Comments and reply comments were filed it) response

to the Sixth Notice of Inquiry by a host of educational

and public broadcasting representatives, including the

U.S. Office of Education, the Slate Departments of Education

of California and New York, the Lister Hill National Center,

the JCET, the NAEB, the National Education Association and

the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. As these filings

demonstrate iri—'detail, the educational uses for satellite

communications are virtually limitless. Educators and

public broadcasters in tho United States are ready, willing
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and able to seize this opportunity and to work together

.so that#through this'technology our people can be stimulated

and enlightened. Through the use of satellites we can

bring instructional materials to more remote places, we

can link people together and they can begin to talk with one

another.

The New York State Department of Education in its

Comments speaks clearly to the need to extend Instructional

Television Fixed Service via space communications to

deliver insiructional programming to remote areas and to

capitalize ppon the potential which space technology offers

for more equitable sharing oi the nation's teaching and

educational resources.

While Instructional Television Fixed Service has

been the primary occupant of the 2500-2690 MHz band, the

Joint Council urges that the band be available for space

transmission of all types of educational and public

service communications. The potential benefits of satel-

lite communication are not limited to instructional tele-

vision, but encompass well the possibilities of computer

-
communication. facsimile#transmission, audio service

and the like.• Medical seminars such as aro - now under-

way in the Pacific northwest could be vastly extended

via satellite communications. Likewise, Stanford Uni-

versity's computer-based elementary school mathe-

matics program, now transmitted by conventional



land lines to Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Mississippi,

.coukd be made available as well to the remote schoolhouses

of Alaska and Appalachia.

The National Association of Educational Broadcasters

properly suggests that terrestrial ITFS should be broadly

redefined to permit a wide variety of electronic communi-

cations for instructional and educational purposes.

Recent rulings by the Commission permitting the use of

voice and digital student response to instructional tele-

vision programming are clearly a step in this direction.

As Mr. Charles M. Northrip, Executive Director of

the Alaska Educational Broadcasting Commission, points

out:

Alaska's large land area, severe
climate, and sparse population demand
that communication be accomplished
with minimum terrestrial facilities.
Problems of access for maintenance
and installation, power availability,
and limited financial support in the
rural areas argue against on-the-
ground solutions to the State's
communication problems.

The nowly„created National Public Radio has expressed

\.
interest in th'e potential of satellite communications for

linking public radio stations with multiple channels

of high quality stereo. Such a system would allow a

public radio station to choose from among several

simultaneous network offerings that prograLMIng most

responsive to the needs of its own local audience.
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The Public Broadcasting Act contemplates that local non-

'commercial stations should play a major#role in the public

broadcasting system. For example, the Act encourages the

use of local stations for the production and origination

of national programming,#thereby strengthening the concept

of diversity of national program sources. Thus, under

the ideal system of interconnection, quality programming

of national interest will flow into the system from#various

cities ,such as Dallas, Phoenix, San Francisco, Denver,

Seattle and Columbus, as well as the traditional centers

of broadcasting.

The Act further envisions the establishment of multiple

.channels of interconnection so that stations will be free

to make a choice from a variety of program offerings.

Congress has a)so endorsed public broadcasting's system

of regional and state networks which enableBstations to

carry programs of particular local inleret; which would
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not otherwise be available.

Achieving the highly flexible and sophisticated inter-

connection system that Congress contemplated for public

broadcasting would be difficult and expensive using

terrestrial lines alone. However, such a system is alto-

gether possible with satellite facilities. The multiple

channel Capability, the ability to originate at will from

numerous earth stations, together with low cost of ground

stations and the generally lower operating costs, would

greatly enhance the ability of public broadcasting to

achieve the goals set by Congress. It would allow for the

establishment of a flexible method of networking among

radio ,afid television stations throughout the country,

would enhance the development of regional and state net-

works, and would greatly increase the number of program

choices available to stations. Multiple brigination

points would become more feasible in public af.fairs and

news programming and transmission from remote locations

by means of portable earth stations would be possible for

the first time.

Thd 2500-2690 Mflz band could provide a wide variety

of services, including the transmission of television

programming to (a) public television stations; (b) the

ITFS systems of urban school systems; (c) university

campuses; and (d) to remote areas where neither public
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.TV station, ITFS system, nor university campus exist.

WHY 'ME EXCLUSIVE AIJOCATION OF THE
2500-2690 MHz 131ND FOR NONCOMMERCIAL

AND EDUCATIONAL' USE

There aro four basic reasons why wo seek the exclusive

allocation of the 2500-2690 MHz band for noncommercial

and educational use for both space#and terrestrial

applications.

First: It appears that this portion of the spectrum

can be utilized with the greatest ease, economy and flexi-

bility.

Thp 25.00-2690 MHz range possesses several distinct

advantages over any other for educational and noncommercial

uses:

- It is low enough in the radio spectrum that low

cost, efficient, and reliable equipment is easily built;

in fact, much of the needed technology is already available

for both space and earth segments.

- Technical criteria for sharing between space and

terrestrial services are easier to formulate, since both

sorvice5:\ employ fixed, wide-band transmission facilitieF;

with highly directive antennas.

- Nontechnical sharing arrangements will be more

easily established, since in most instances tho same

entity or community of interest will be involved in both

services.
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"- The educational comniunity already has much

familiarity with the particular propagation and equip-

ment characteristics of this range, thus no major retraining

would be needed.

Education in the United States as well as other

countries is largely publicly supported. Educational

broadcasting has been particularly hampered by a lack

of sufficient funding. It was this very problem which

the Carnegie Commission sought to eliminate for public

broadcasting by its recommendation that the Corporation

be established and provided with substantial, insulated

Federal funds.

It is clear, however, that even with the infusion

of substantial Government funds for education and Tar

_public broadcasting, these interests will never became

wealthy members the communicationF, community. Congress,

by providing fox: free or reduced interconnection rates,

clearly recognized the continuing financial needs of

educational broadcasting. In these circumstances the

public interest is best served by insuring that educatioh
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- and public broadcasting have acce:is to that portion of the

satellite spectrum which will enable it to operate most

effectively at the lowest possible cost. Such. action will

result in the fullest and more proper use of the public

funds available to education and public broadcasting interests.

Second: The exclusive allocation of the 2500-2690 MHz

band for noncommercial educational satellite use is the logical

extension of the present use of this band in the United

States, since this portion of the spectrum is now used by

ITFS systems on a virtually exclusive basis. Combining

this terrestial use with satellite uses of the same nature

is entirely feasible. Actually, it would minimize the

technical problems of terrestrial and space frequency-sharing

and would provide an opportunity for the design of a sybtem

allowing optimum spectrum utilization. To allow noneduca-

tional users to compete for space in this band might seriously

jeopardize the further growth of ITFS systems. Like other

aspects of educational broadcasting, ITPS has had a slow

development, but are firmly convinced of the tremendous

value of these systems for educational and public purpose.

Every possible effort should be made to increase the develop-

ment of ITFS.

Third: The United States has n clearly established

policy of reserving spectrum space for educational purposes.
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Without the specific reservation oT FM and television

frequencies for exclusive educational use, educational

broadcasting operations in many areas of the cOuntry would

now be foreclosed or seriously hampered. This policy of

exclusive allocation and reservation which recognizes the

great public interest value of educational communications,

is equally appropriate in thc now developinu area of satellite

communcations. Educators and public broadcasters will move

vigorously to utilize#this satellite techno3o3y, but its

full potential can be realized only this portion of

the spectrulA is protected from other uses.

Fourth:#20The 2500-2690 MHz band also has tremendous

potential for otheIi countries. The factors of expcnse,

flexibility and protection which favor the exclusive

availability of this portion of the spectrum for educational

purposes in the United States are equally applicable in

other nationr:: and even more relevant to less-devclopod

countries.

WHY 108 MHz FOR NONCOMMERCIAL FM
RADIO UhNSMISSION FROM SPACE

The Commission has proposed that the American position

should be that the 88-100 MHz band be available on a "footnote'

basis to permit direct FM broadcasting if approved by all

of the affected nations. It has been pointed out by
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several of the comments filed in response to the Sixth

Notice of Inquiry that such agreement appears unlikely

in tbis hemisphere and tbat because the FM band is well

utilized in this country, such service, even if permitted,

would be useful only in rural areas because of the high

degree of interference potentiality within the S8-100

MHz band.

We agree that FM radio broadcasting from satellites

for regular commercial service is unlikely to prove

attractive in the U.S. for the reasons noted. On the

other hand, there is a distinct possibility that this

capability may be utilized to a limited extent for inter-

connecting .public radio stations and for reaching remote

listeners to provide instructional services, news of

major hftional-evonts, natural disaster warnings, etc.

We believe, thorefore, that it would be more reasonable

for the Commission to support the exclusive allocation or

108 MHz for public FM radio transmission from space.

The potential for national service which is offered

by FM broadcasting's use of satellites has recently been

enbanced by the creation of National Public Radio, which

is an organiation established with tho assistance of the

Corporation to respond to tho Congressional mandato to

make available to the American poop3e the benefits of non-

commercial radio as well as ,t.elevision.
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Public radio is not now equally available to 'the

people of the United States. Most noncommercial radio

Stations serving broad general audiences are located in

thc northeast, the upper midwest and the Pacific Coast.

Since terrestrial AM frequencies are not generally

available, and the construction of new FM networks is

expensive in terms of both time and money; National

Public Radio is vitally intocested in the employir.nt of

satellite technology. FM broadcasting by satellite

appears to offer a moans both of increasing the service

to existing noncommercial FM stations and of reaching new

audiences in presently unserved areas. For the first

time in the nation's history, the mandate, the technology,

and the funds are available to make noncommercial radio

a true national service, equally available to all our

citizens.

CONCLUSTON

In concluding these specific recommendations, I

would like to emphasize our view that the Industry-Government

group to'bo formed by the Department of State should include

representation of education and public broadcasting interests.




